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HAVELSAN BARIYER

DATA LEAKAGE PREVENTION

4



HAVELSAN BARIYER

DATA LEAKAGE PREVENTION

4

Partial and Total Content Analysis
Fingerprint Data Analysis
Extended Regular Expression Analysis
Algorithmic Data Analysis (Structured Data)

DETAILED CONTENT ANALYSIS

Data Detection and Automatic Classification 
with Advanced Discovery
Manual Classification
Quarantine

ADVANCED DISCOVERY AND CLASSIFICATION 
FEATURES

Prevention of Moving or Copying Critical Data
Securing and Following the Exported Data

CRITICAL DATA AND POLICY MANAGEMENT

Tracking and Blocking of E-mail Content Sent
Tracking and Blocking of Visited Websites

NETWORK FEATURES

USB Removable Disks
USB Plug and Play Devices (Plug and Play)
Smartphones

DEVICE MANAGEMENT

HAVELSAN DLP CAPABILITIES

HAVELSAN BARIYER, is Turkey’s first native and 
national Data Leakage Prevention product allowing 
protection, appropriate usage in accordance with 
defined rule sets of corporate data and prevention 
of transferring outside the boundaries of corporate.

HAVELSAN BARIYER, as being Turkey’s first DLP 
product taking the EAL4+ and TRtest Certification, 
is the high performance DLP product developed by 
HAVELSAN that meets the highest security needs 
of private and public institutions, organizations and 
military institutions.

WHY
HAVELSAN BARIYER?

HAVELSAN BARIYER, 
supports Windows and Pardus operating systems.
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Web-Based Central Management

Managing High Volume Data with Big Data Infrastructure

LDAP Integration

Operating System Control at Kernel Level

Horizontal and Vertical Scalable Distributed Architectural 
Infrastructure (Microservice)

Container Based (Docker)

OCR (Optical Character Recognition) Support

ADVANCED INFRASTRUCTURE

Windows

PARDUS

MULTIPLE OPERATION SYSTEM SUPPORT

PRODUCT FEATURES
Easy to Use Dashboard
Rapid Policy and Incident Log Transmission
Aggregated SMS and E-mail Notification Facility
Role Based User Authorization
Dynamic Rule Sets

USER-FRIENDLY INTERFACE 

Detailed Incident Information
Evidence Summary
Detailed Evidence Filing Ability
Role Based Incident and Evidence Authorization

RECORDING AND EVIDENCE

HAVELSAN 
BARIYER Offers
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WEB APPLICATION FIREWALL 
AND LOAD BALANCER

KALKAN
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Easy to configure via user-friendly graphical 
user interface which in turn translates into 
better protection.

No special commands necessary to perform 
operational functions.

Predefined reports allow for wider and better 
control.

USER-FRIENDLY

Quick and seamless deployment

Almost maintenance-free over the life cycle

LOW MAINTENANCE  REQUIREMENT

Advanced logging mechanism help operators 
find the right place for improvement.

High performance

ADVANCED FEATURES

Hybrid rule set contain both positive and negative 
security models not to miss any attacks.

ADVANCED PROTECTION

HAVELSAN KALKAN FEATURES

Given the entry points of all data breaches, Web 
applications holds a great number. Specifically 
designed to perform load balancing of high traffic 
web servers, HAVELSAN KALKAN provides the 
utmost level of protection for both modern and 
legacy web applications, which are of great 
interest to hackers nowadays.

With its advanced features addressing full 
OWASP Top 10 coverage, HAVELSAN KALKAN 
has been meticulously designed to complement 
the protection that network firewalls and 
intrusion detection/prevention systems provide. 
Thanks to its application layer load balancing 
features, it acts as a reverse-proxy server and 
allows network traffic to follow the best possible 
route.

HAVELSAN 
KALKAN Offers
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HAVELSAN 
KALKAN Offers
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OWASP coverage

     SQL Injections

     Cross Site Scripting (XSS)

     Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF)

     Local and remote file inclusions

User-friendly interface and easy configuration 
wizard

Geographical load balancing for high performance 
DNS

Load balancing in Layer 4 (Network) and Layer 

7 (Application)

Application Delivery Controller (ADC) for network 
optimization

Positive and negative security models

Turkish and multi-language user interface

KEY FEATURES

Web attacks are known as the leading cause of 
major data breaches. This is both due to the 
vulnerable nature of web applications as well as 
to the fact that applications contain relatively 
more sensitive data. Conventional network firewalls 
fall short when it comes to providing application 
layer security.  

Specifically designed to secure the web applications, 
HAVELSAN KALKAN is the perfect complementary 
solution to network firewalls and intrusion 
detection/prevention systems.

Thanks to its user-friendly design, HAVELSAN 
KALKAN allows for easy configurations and policy 
definitions. By doing so, users are secured against 
complex attack vectors. In addition, the state-of-the-art 
software architecture ensures the highest possible 
availability of web servers by load balancing the 
traffic accordingly. Load balancing is also empowered 
with SSL termination feature.

WHY 
HAVELSAN KALKAN?



SECURE INSTANT MESSAGING

ileti
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SECURE INSTANT MESSAGING

ileti

10

ileti MOBILE APPLICATION

Instant and Group Messaging

Voice and Video Conference

Media and Location Sharing

On-Premise Installation

Enable/Disable APN and Google FCM Services

ileti CENTRAL MANAGEMENT CONSOLE

User Initialization

Creating and Editing Secure Groups

Application Update Management

User Device Information Monitoring

LDAP System Integration

Working in Closed Network

Creating Different Internal Organizations

Ability to Close Communication Between Organizations

Bug Reporting

11

WHY 
HAVELSAN ileti?

HAVELSAN ileti is an instant messaging service 
which is developed to meet the increasing need 
for secure communication on mobile devices with 
the development of technology. In these days, 
where information security becomes more important, 
ileti, which has been developed to transmit 
corporate data in a secure way and prevent leakage 
out of the corporation, offers the feature of 
installation and working on the closed network of 
corporations.

HAVELSAN ileti is the first product in the world to 
use whitebox cryptography in instant messaging 
application. While the personal data is protected 
by software with whitebox cryptography, it 
provides a high level of security with its complicated 
encryption algorithm.
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HAVELSAN ileti
Offers

Secure Communication

Corporate Instant Messaging

High Level Security

Web Based Central Management

Android and iOS Support

Install/Update with no Dependency to Application 
Stores

PRIVACY AND SECURITY

Provides security with whitebox cryptography, 
unlike all the other popular messaging apps

Provides users to store data securely on their 
mobile devices

Provides data privacy by the ability of installation 
on corporate servers

Integrates with device management applications
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COOPERATE SERVICES – CYBER 
SECURITY SOLUTIONS AND 

SUPPORT SERVICES
HAVELSAN, which is the first company to meet the 
requirements of “A Competency Level Firm” according 
to the Turkish Standards Institute (TSE) ‘‘ TS 13638 
Penetration Test Service, continues its services with A 
Competency Level. Services such as Penetration Test, 
Vulnerability Assessment and Source Code Security 
Analysis under the scope of TS ISO/IEC 27001: 2013 
Information Security Management System are 
provided by the expert personnel of HAVELSAN who 
have internationally valid certificates such as CISSP, 
GPEN, OCSP, OCSE, OSWE, CEH, GREM etc.

TSE (Web & DB): TSE Web Application and Database 
Penetration Test Specialist
TSE (System & Network): TSE System and Network 
Penetration Test Specialist
CEH: Certified Ethical Hacker
OSCP: Offensive Security Certified Professional
OSCE: Offensive Security Certified Expert
OSWE: Offensive Security Web Expert
CISSP: Certified Information Systems Security 
Professional
GREM: GIAC Reverse Engineering Malware
GPEN: GIAC Penetration Tester
GWAPT: GIAC Web Application Penetration Tester
CSSLP: Certified Secure Software Lifecycle 
Professional

Vulnerability Assessment
Vulnerability Assessment service includes scanning of 
corporate networks and detection of changes in 
assets, scanning and reporting of vulnerabilities of 
these assets, creating a risk map and planning of 
necessary actions against security vulnerabilities. 
Thanks to the Vulnerability Assessment Services 
offered by HAVELSAN, it is possible to identify 
security vulnerabilities in IT infrastructures in 
institutions before cyber attackers take advantage of 
these vulnerabilities and take necessary measures

Penetration Test
With the security documents (clearance) provided for 
the facility and personnel, HAVELSAN can ensure the 
reliability of the services under all conditions. In 
accordance with the needs, detecting the weaknesses 
in the data processing infrastructures and identifying 
weaknesses are carried out with remote penetration 
test scenarios, well accepted penetration test tools 
and the experience of our expert staff. As a result of 
penetration testing services, how the vulnerabilities 
can be exploited by the attackers and the effects of 
this situation on the areas of confidentiality, integrity 
and accessibility are reported extensively, and 
suggestions are made for eliminating these gaps.

Application/Source Code Security Analysis
The security weaknesses of the software used by the 
institutions are analyzed by the experienced and 
qualified technical staff in our cyber security team. In 
this context, many methods such as static/dynamic 
source code analysis tools, input-output control, 
signature-based scanning and behavioral anomaly 
detection etc. are used. Within the scope of this 
service, approaches and methods to ensure the 
establishment of a Secure Software Development Life 
Cycle (S-SDLC) are recommended by HAVELSAN 
personnel who are experts in their fields. By this way, 
the protection of corporate sensitive data processed 
and stored by the applications is ensured.

Information Systems Security Assessment
Information Systems Security Assessment, which 
covers the process of collecting evidence and 
evaluating an information system to check its 
reliability, integrity, suitability for corporate purposes, 
and efficient use of resources, can be carried out with 
the technical expertise of HAVELSAN and the 
checklists and assessment methodology originally 
created in this field. Findings obtained as a result of 
the assessment are presented with Risk Rating and 
Evaluation Reports prepared by HAVELSAN team. In 
this way, institutions can clearly see the cyber risks 
they would face and benefit from planning the 
measures to be taken against these risks.

DDoS Tests
Violation of a system's accessibility policy causes 
service interruptions, loss of trust and financial losses. 
Cyber attackers exploit compromised machines to 
overload the network of an enterprise. This is basically 
called DDoS attack. In order to mitigate these threats, 
DDoS tests are performed to visualize the readiness 
level. During the tests, traffic is generated over many 
servers from different geographical locations of the 
world and the attacks are simulated to load the to use 
different layers in the OSI reference model are used by  
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CYBER SECURITY 
OPERATION 
CENTER 

ANALYSIS 
AND TESTING 
SERVICES
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that all institutions have in electronic environment 
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The following activities are carried out within the scope of 
Cyber Security Operation Center Services.

Service Continuity and General Monitoring
Cyber Threat Intelligence
Cyber Incident Monitoring and Analysis
Cyber Incident Response and Management
Forensic Computing and Malware Review
White Paper and Reporting

Real Time Monitoring
Cyber Threat Detection
Monitoring critical assets
Collecting and analyzing critical system events
Anomaly detection with big data analytics algorithms 
by writing SIEM correlation rules
Reporting cyber threats
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Service Continuity and General Monitoring
Event Response and Reporting
Cyber Event Tracking
Weekly / Monthly User and Device Based Event 
Reporting

Correction and Tightening Recommendations
Architectural configuration suggestions
Safety device configuration suggestions
Policy, procedure and best use
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covers the process of collecting evidence and 
evaluating an information system to check its 
reliability, integrity, suitability for corporate purposes, 
and efficient use of resources, can be carried out with 
the technical expertise of HAVELSAN and the 
checklists and assessment methodology originally 
created in this field. Findings obtained as a result of 
the assessment are presented with Risk Rating and 
Evaluation Reports prepared by HAVELSAN team. In 
this way, institutions can clearly see the cyber risks 
they would face and benefit from planning the 
measures to be taken against these risks.

DDoS Tests
Violation of a system's accessibility policy causes 
service interruptions, loss of trust and financial losses. 
Cyber attackers exploit compromised machines to 
overload the network of an enterprise. This is basically 
called DDoS attack. In order to mitigate these threats, 
DDoS tests are performed to visualize the readiness 
level. During the tests, traffic is generated over many 
servers from different geographical locations of the 
world and the attacks are simulated to load the to use 
different layers in the OSI reference model are used by  

The main structure of the survey study required to 
assessing the maturity level is based on certain 
national and international standards and framework 
documents such as ISO 27001, ISO 27002, 
NIST.SP.800-53 and CIS Controls. In addition to these, 
depending on the customer needs, some other 
controls designed by HAVELSAN also included. The 
question list is created separately for each customer, 
specific to customer needs and contractual 
obligations.

Cyber Security Architecture Consultancy
In today's complex and integrated information 
technology environment, strong cyber security can 
only be achieved with a strong security architecture. 
HAVELSAN carries out security architecture 
consultancy and integration projects where the 
following processes are applied to meet security 
needs by analyzing the security needs of the 
information technologies infrastructures with the 
Cyber Security Architectural Design and 
Implementation teams.

Current Situation and Gap Analysis
Risk Analysis and Evaluation
Determination of Data, Application, Infrastructure 
and Process Requirements
Cyber Security Architectural Design and Application
Gap Analysis and Reporting
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our experts and the response taken from the target system 
during the tests is presented in the result report.

Social Engineering Tests
Human is arguably the weakest link in a system. That's why 
attackers use social engineering techniques to capture a 
system or sensitive information. Our experts test the 
scenarios of email phishing as well as information theft 
through the phones, which are the most common techniques 
used by cyber attackers As a result of these tests, the level of 
awareness of the employees can be measured statistically 
and the output report is prepared based on these data.

CONSULTING SERVICES

Cybersecurity Maturity Assesment
Considering latest cyber attack types and vectors, it 
should be essential for every institution to know their 
current security level in advance against possible attacks 
and to take steps to improve their defensive tools. The 
first step that should be taken is to reveal and eliminate 
possible weaknesses in the strength and flexibility of 
cyber security. 
HAVELSAN, with its expert staff and its own cyber 
maturity level assessment model, works in assessing the 
general situation and the areas that need improvement in 
detail, quickly and effectively. The main purposes of this 
service are as follows.

Revealing current cyber security vulnerabilities,
Providing customers with improvement opportunities 
in the right areas,
Supporting customers to plan their expenses in the 
field of cyber security,
Establishing a system for corporate governance to 
manage the cyber security environment in a more ,
standardized manner.
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this context, many methods such as static/dynamic 
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detection etc. are used. Within the scope of this 
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establishment of a Secure Software Development Life 
Cycle (S-SDLC) are recommended by HAVELSAN 
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Information Systems Security Assessment, which 
covers the process of collecting evidence and 
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checklists and assessment methodology originally 
created in this field. Findings obtained as a result of 
the assessment are presented with Risk Rating and 
Evaluation Reports prepared by HAVELSAN team. In 
this way, institutions can clearly see the cyber risks 
they would face and benefit from planning the 
measures to be taken against these risks.

DDoS Tests
Violation of a system's accessibility policy causes 
service interruptions, loss of trust and financial losses. 
Cyber attackers exploit compromised machines to 
overload the network of an enterprise. This is basically 
called DDoS attack. In order to mitigate these threats, 
DDoS tests are performed to visualize the readiness 
level. During the tests, traffic is generated over many 
servers from different geographical locations of the 
world and the attacks are simulated to load the to use 
different layers in the OSI reference model are used by  

Information Security Management 
System Consultancy
Information Security Management System (ISMS) 
consultancy services provided by HAVELSAN cover 
the main project phases mentioned below.

Preliminary Analysis and Scoping
ISMS Planning and Scoping
ISMS Inventory Determination and Classification
ISMS Risk Analysis and Evaluation
Penetration Test and Security Control
ISMS Documentation
ISMS Education and Practice
ISMS Certification
Warranty and Maintenance

HAVELSAN provides consultancy, courses and test 
services required by the institutions at every stage of 
the Information Security Management System 
installation and operation processes, including 
warranty and maintenance after certification, and 
provides turnkey solutions in the field of ISMS.
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CYBER SECURITY 
ACADEMY

Cyber security competence is an essential 
requirement to protect valuable intellectual property, 
business data and sensitive skills.

Deficiencies in skilled labor, process and technology 
are the most important gaps in the protection of 
institutions against today's cyber attacks.

HAVELSAN Siber Savunma Teknoloji Merkezi 
(SİSATEM), siber güvenlik personelinizin yeteneklerini 
güçlendirmek ve kurumunuzun bu alandaki 
kapasitesini arttırmak için çeşitli seviyelerde teorik ve 
uygulamalı siber güvenlik eğitimleri sunan bir 
uzmanlık merkezidir.

HAVELSAN Cyber Security Operation Center 
(SİSATEM) offers various levels of theoretical and 
practical cyber security training to strengthen the 
capabilities of cyber security personnel and increase 
the institution's capacity in this field.

Basic Level Trainings
HVL-SEC-001: Cyber Security Awareness
HVL-SEC-101: Cyber Security Essentials
HVL-SEC-110: Cyber Security Seminar for Managers

HVL-SEC-201: Introduction to Cyber Attack and 
Defense
HVL-SEC-203: Basic Level Cyber Incident 
Management and Response
HVL-SEC-205: Network Security Essentials
HVL-SEC-207: Operating Systems Security 
Tightening

Intermediate Level Trainings
HVL-SEC-301: Network Vulnerability Scan and 
Penetration Test
HVL-SEC-302: Web Application Vulnerability Scan and 
Penetration Test
HVL-SEC-303: Malware Analysis Essentials
HVL-SEC-305: Digital Forensics
HVL-SEC-308: Mobile Security
HVL-SSD-501: Secure Software Development 
Essentials
HVL-SIEM-121: HAVELSAN SIEM - Security 
Information and Event Management
HVL-WAF-122: HAVELSAN WAF/LB - Web Application 
Firewall Management

Expert Level Trainings
HVL-SEC-309: Industrial Control Systems Security
HVL-SEC-310: Information Systems Security Controls
HVL-SEC-401: Advanced Network Penetration Test 
and Vulnerability Control
HVL-SEC-402: Advanced Web Application Attacks and 
Protection
HVL-SEC-403: Red Team Training
HVL-SEC-405: Cyber Threat Intelligence
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HVL-SEC-308: Mobile Security
HVL-SSD-501: Secure Software Development 
Essentials
HVL-SIEM-121: HAVELSAN SIEM - Security 
Information and Event Management
HVL-WAF-122: HAVELSAN WAF/LB - Web Application 
Firewall Management

Expert Level Trainings
HVL-SEC-309: Industrial Control Systems Security
HVL-SEC-310: Information Systems Security Controls
HVL-SEC-401: Advanced Network Penetration Test 
and Vulnerability Control
HVL-SEC-402: Advanced Web Application Attacks and 
Protection
HVL-SEC-403: Red Team Training
HVL-SEC-405: Cyber Threat Intelligence


